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INTRODUCTION
Allied Security Company is a Division of Qatar Cleaning Company, which is one of the largest service companies in Qatar. The original Security Services Division of Qatar Cleaning Company, now renamed Allied Security Company in accordance with Government requirements, has been in existence since 1985 and is able to provide properly trained and supervised security staff. All security staffs have a military, police or security background. They work to the guidelines contained in the Company’s Standard Operational Procedures for Security and Fire. All personnel posted to sites are in uniform unless otherwise requested, and are fully trained prior to commencement of their duties. Further on-site operational training is then given at the client’s site with regard to his particular procedures and requirements. Frequent visits by Security management/supervisors are ongoing.

PRINCIPAL LINE OF BUSINESS
Security Contract Services
Provision of security services for embassies, government & semi-government organizations, shopping malls, commercial complexes, residential complexes, industrial sites, factories etc.

Allied Security prides itself on non violent response to all security related incidents with trained and experienced security team; we provide customers with trained uniformed security guards to meet all their requirements.
Allied Security offers well trained security guards for embassies, government & semi government organizations, shopping malls, commercial industrial and residential needs as well as special events. Our security guards are trained in the following tasks:

- Gate House duties
- Access control of staffs, visitors and vehicles
- Static guard post
- Mobile patrols - by foot or vehicles
- Specialized observation patrols
- Key registers and control of key’s
- Searches in-coming and out-going vehicle and personnel
- Accident prevention and safety reports
- Traffic control - Parking, Vehicle security
- Reception duties, Logging of visitors
- CCTV monitoring

**Site Security Surveys**
Prior to contract security consultants inspect the site and recommend the levels of security those are considered necessary in terms of our client’s needs, as well as our suggestion to improve the existing security measures in use.

**Risk Assessment**
We identify, analyze, measure and efficiently handle the risk involved what must be protected and to what extend? Where, who and what are the threats? Appropriate counter measures.

**Emergency Response**
Immediately after notification on an emergency, whether by officers on site, mobile patrols, fire and intruder alarms or CCTV monitoring. Allied Security guards will immediately alert emergency centre, divert mobile patrols and supervisor to the sites.

**CCTV Monitor**
Trained CCTV security on site to monitor client CCTV system, regularly recording reports and account full details in time of emergency.

**Event Security**
With our expertise in security and crowd control we can assist in client's events preparation. We assist our clients in minimizing risk. Logistical preparation and crowd management. Our goal is to ensure the events is a success with minimal concerns or problems to the client and promoters.